
Math 103A Fall 2005 Exam 2 review sheet
You should go over your notes, and the homework exerises. If therewere any homework exerises for Chapters 4-8 you didn't do or didn't doompletely orretly, go over them and make sure you understand them now.You an also go over the odd, \extra pratie" exerises. The following listof topis is meant to give you an idea of what I onsider most importantamong the things we have done sine Exam 1, but it is not neessarily aomplete list of all topis that ould appear. Chapter 8 is fair game, upthrough the material in the leture on 11/2/05. The homework involvingChapter 8 will not be returned before the exam, so use the suggested extraodd problems in Chapter 8 on Homework #6 to hek your understanding.1 Chapter 4, seond half�Understanding Theorems 4.2 and 4.3.�Finding the order of an element in a yli group (Theorem 4.2).�Finding all subgroups of a yli group (Theorem 4.3).�Finding all generators of a yli group (Corollary 2).�De�nition of the Euler-phi funtion �(n).2 Chapter 5�De�nition of the symmetri group Sn.�Changing a permutation in array notation to yle notation and vie versa.�understanding how to multiply and �nd inverses for permutations in eithernotation.�Finding the order of a permutation in disjoint yle form (Theorem 5.1).�Understanding what Theorem 5.5 says, and de�nition of even and oddpermutations.�Writing any permutation � as a produt of 2-yles (transpositions), andusing this to deide if � is even or odd.1



�De�nition of alternating group An. Knowing the orders of Sn and An.�Finding a group of permutations whih is isomorphi to the dihedral groupDn (without proof).�understanding the proof that the enter of Sn is trivial for n � 3 (exerise5.46).3 Chapter 6�De�nition of isomorphism from one group to another.�Basi properties of isomorphisms (Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 6.3)| youdon't neessarily have to memorize all of these| just remember the priniplethat an isomorphism between groups means they are the\same", just thatthe elements have been renamed, so all properties of the two groups mustorrespond.�Know what Cayley's theorem says (Theorem 6.1) and the basi idea behindthe proof (but you won't have to reprodue the proof.)�Deiding if two groups are isomorphi or not, and proving it. To prove thattwo groups G;G are isomorphi, you must onstrut an expliit funtion� : G ! G and show it satis�es the properties of the de�nition. To provethat two groups are not isomorphi, possible tehniques inlude showing oneis abelian and the other isn't; showing one is yli and the other isn't; orshowing for some d that the two groups have a di�erent number of elementsof order d.�Proof that all yli groups of order n are isomorphi to Zn (Example 2).4 Chapter 7�De�nition of left and right osets of a subgroup H of a group G. Findingthe left osets for expliit examples.�Basi properties of left osets (Lemma p. 138), espeially that (1) all leftosets have the same size, and (2) every element of G belongs to exatly oneof the distint left osets (in other words the distint left osets partitionG.)�Understanding what Lagrange's theorem says (Theorem 7.1), and the ba-si idea of the proof (it follows from the two basi fats about left osetsmentioned above.)�Understanding what the orollaries of Lagrange's theorem say and beingable to use in problems. 2



�Using Fermat's little theorem to give a test for primality (see lass notesand the exerise on HW #6).�Understanding the lassi�ation of groups of order p (Corollary 3) and howit follows from Lagrange's Theorem.�Understanding the lass�ation of groups of order 2p, where p is an oddprime (Theorem 7.2, you don't need to know the proof.)5 Chapter 8�De�nition of external diret produt of groups. Being able to multiply and�nd inverses in a diret produt.�Finding the order of an element in a diret produt (Theorem 8.1).�Calulating how many elements of order d a diret produt has. See exam-ple in lass notes 10/31 or Example 4 in the text.�Calulating how many yli subgroups of order d a diret produt has.See example in lass notes 10/31 or Example 5 in the text.�Understanding when a diret produt is yli (Theorem 8.2 and Corollary1).�Deomposing Zn and U(n) into smaller diret produts (Corollary 2 ofTheorem 8.2, Theorem 8.3 and its Corollary).�Formula for the Euler phi-funtion �(n) (Class notes 11/2).
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